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Vesna Moore is Director of Circulation and CASL
Compliance Officer for Annex Business Media. She
manages a readership database with more than 600k
active subscribers and eNewsletter recipients
across 100+ products encompassing numerous industries
and hundreds of business sectors all leveraged with the
use of proprietary market research, profiling/segmentation
as well as leading edge technology. She has worked for
large and small magazine publishing companies within
both the consumer and trade (b2b) sectors for the past 26
years. In November 2015, working with AAM, Vesna’s
organization underwent the first ever third party audit for
AAM CASL Certification.

Data
In a Digital World

If you used a database…
…but didn’t know you used it…is it really
a database?
Databases are everywhere. Whether we realize it or not, we use
databases every single day! What’s your database use scorecard?















Checked you email today?
Pulled up your contacts on your phone?
Searched anything in Google?
Checked the weather?
Used a Tim’s card to buy a coffee or donut?
Used an ATM machine or online banking?
Book a hotel room or flight?
Received healthcare?
Shopped online, checked deals on Amazon, Kijjiji, Groupon?
Used a credit or debit card?
Checked sports scores?
Looked at your Facebook/LinkedIn feeds?
Played a game online?

Media publishers have been using
databases for decades.
Computerized “Databases” started in the 1960’s.
By the 70’s “Relational Databases” came on the scene.
By the 80’s, many magazine publishers were beginning to work with
programmers and database software to manage their readership and
directory listings. The 80’s is also when SQL became a standard.
By the 90’s we had smaller, easier to manage databases like FoxPro, Dbase,
MS Access as well as the large application ORACLE, SQL, BD2. This gave
companies the ability to affordably and efficiently:

 Collect and Gather Data
 Manage and Store Data
 Analyze and Report Data

Oh Joy!
Because today, you have your very own
database, or databases.
And today, you may be feeling a little like
this guy...

Databases? Huh? Me…what?

or

You are
Here

So. Much. Data.
Various sources of data and various types of data sets. It can feel like data overload.

What We’ll Discuss
Evaluating your data needs and requirements
How to better manage your data to allow deep,
meaningful analysis

How data can help generate revenue for sales teams
using data models
How data can help your editorial teams by analyzing
and co-relating engagement
How to keep your email-data
compliant to CASL

What We’ll Discuss

Evaluating your data
needs and requirements

Do it right – Be informed and have a plan
Whether you’re creating a brand new database or enhancing an
existing database, you’ll need some basic information and you’ll need
to understand what you’re ultimately hoping to do with your data.
If possible, use Project Managers and Business Analysts for project
discovery and due diligence. At the very least, use the people closest
to the data.

First – Take an inventory of your data
What data is your organization collecting today?
What are the sources of data?
 Readership lists
 Email lists
 eNewsletter data
 CRM/Advertiser data
 Event registrants
 Stats Canada
 …Any other

Once you’ve inventoried the sources and data, determine if there
is enough information within each data set to provide the type of
detail and analysis you’re hoping to achieve.

Factors to Consider
Once you’ve inventoried the data, you’ll need to consider other factors,
and try to answer the following questions:
How many data sources do I have?
What is the size of each dataset?
Is the data I receive from these sources structured and usable?
Do I have enough information to identify records across the data sets?
How many records would my database have?
How many fields might it have?
What types of fields will the database have?
Who will build the database?
Who will build functionality for the database?
What functionality do I want?

When you feel informed, then ask…
• Should I consolidate all data or use a data warehouse?
• Based on my data sets and general database size, what platform
would be best for our organization? (Cost vs functionality needs)?
• Do we build this ourselves? Do we have the expertise in-house?
• Do we outsource and contract this? Who will be our Business
Expert?
•
Database build only?
•
Database and functionality?
• Do we look for an existing 3rd party application? Is there one?
• Do we partner with a fulfillment company? Which one and how
much of their services would we need?
•
System only?
•
System/customer service/data entry?
•
Full service including circ mgmt?
Look at all options. Do a cost analysis for each and keep in mind the
differences in flexibility and costs between the different options.

What We’ll Discuss

How to better manage
your data to allow deep,
meaningful analysis

Random Database Humor!!

A SQL Query walks into a bar.
In one corner of the bar are two tables.
The Query walks up to the tables and asks:
- Mind if I join you?

Start viewing your data as a product unto itself and not just as a
by-product of the core business
Treat your database as a potential revenue stream. Give it the
attention and the sales backing that you would any of your other
magazines or properties
The 3 keys to successful data are:
Data Consolidation
Data Governance
Data Standardization
Ever heard of comparing apples to oranges?

The 3 keys to successful data
Data Consolidation
A major key to successful data is data consolidation.
Consolidation goes a long way in helping to glean the critical and useful
information required to better manage our customers and to leverage
our data.
Use a ‘master record database’ like a readership application so your
magazine information as well as your email data, event registrants,
engagement data, CASL data and email preferences etc, are all coming
back to a single record in a single application.
If this is not a possibility, then take the time to consolidate across your
data sources with a data warehouse.
This will then allow you to see the real value and the true engagement of
your readers and or advertisers.

The 3 keys to successful data
Data Governance
Data governance refers to the overall management of the availability,
usability, integrity, and security of the data within your organization.

Governance involves the processes and procedures concerning how the
data is to be stored, archived, backed up and protected from mishaps,
theft, or attack.
Keep your data secure and never divulge private or sensitive information
(like credit card numbers or personal details) unless absolutely necessary
for internal processing.

The 3 keys to successful data
Data Standardization
Standardize data wherever possible.
Do what you can to normalize your data across all sources and all
products so that the same code means the same thing everywhere.
As an example, if you collect industry codes, have a standard code so that
you’re able to report, query and extract coherent information on industry
across the board.
Standardizing your data will allow much easier management of your data
and greater reporting with higher yields.

What We’ll Discuss

How data can help
generate revenue for
sales teams using data
models

Model your advertiser data and you could
make life a bit easier for sales departments
and sales staff
Understanding your current data is the beginning
of determining how your existing data can aid in
revenue generation.
By looking at your Advertiser base and/or CRM
data and applying basic industry and title codes to
those records, you would be able to build a ‘model’ of who your
advertisers are and then apply that model to acquiring new ‘like’ records,
which could be mined from your existing database or purchased from
other list providers and can then be passed to sales teams as key
prospects.
I called it LeadSmart

STEP 1
Take your file of advertisers/clients and match the
list to your database
Run a Merge/Purge and get a match rate
Provide analytics, match rates & counts for
data append enhancements and potential
prospect pools

STEP 2

Analyzing & Building the Data Model
Based on the intelligent data model, provide a
breakdown of prospective new sales matches!
Prospects that are custom tailored for their
brand, highly targeted & well suited.

STEP 3

For Example…

10,735 Records Provided
37% Match Rate (3,952 Matches)
Available Appends:
 3,917 NAICS/Industry Codes

 2,695 Employee Size Codes
 2,174 Sales Volume Codes
 1,774 Emails
 1,421 Job Functions/Titles
 447 Physical Addresses

37% Match Rate (3,952 Matches)
Building the Data Model
Top Ranking Industries (NAICS)
NAICS
Description
541330 Engineering Services
541620 Environmental Consulting Services
541110 Offices of Lawyers
561490 Other Business Support Services
541380 Testing Laboratories
562910 Remediation Services
541310 Architectural Services

Top Ranking Titles/Functions
Count
1597
631
198
157
146
122
111

Function/Title
Environmental Consultant
Remediation Professional
Executive Management
Engineer
Geologist

Count
1383
1075
237
198
124

Top Ranking Annual Sales Ranges
Top Ranking Employee Sizes
Employee Size Range
< 25
25 - 99
100 - 499
500 - 999
1,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 24,999
25,000 - 99,999
Unknown

Count
400
490
452
120
135
18
3
1077

Sales Volume Range
< $1,000,000
$1,000,000 - $4,999,999
$5,000,000 - $9,999,999
$10,000,000 - $24,999,999
$25,000,000 - $49,999,999
$50,000,000 - $99,999,999
$100,000,000 - $249,999,999
$250,000,000 - $499,999,999
$500,000,000 - $999,999,999
> $1,000,000,000
Unknown

Count
141
451
198
448
246
128
114
3
2
13
430

Prospects
Using the Data Model
 Build the Prospect Selection Criteria
 NAICS Codes(541330,541620,541110,561490,541380,562910,541310)
 Titles (Environmental Consultant, Remediation Professional, Executive
Management, Engineer, Geologist)

 Company/Employee Sizes (1 - 4,999 Employees)
 Sales Volume ($1M - $50M)

Use this data to find more customers.

Forward contacts from list rentals

Analyze the data for new product, special issues or supplements
Provide your sales teams with useful, relevant reports

What We’ll Discuss

How data can help your
editorial teams by
analyzing and co-relating
engagement

Random Database Humor!!

Sorry, there is only the one database
joke in existence.

Use your data to access readership for editorial insights

Share data points with editorial, whether they are
directly from readers of other sources (Stats Canada,
event registrants, etc.
Use your readership data to help Editors gather
industry statistics for editorial purposes.

Use engagement data along with readership and
other data sources.
Look at the specific types of editorial content that
I’m Bill. Send me content
your readers are
consuming.
only on Wednesdays, and
only about legislation and
maybethat
somegive
people
profile
Produce analytics
insights
pieces!

on what your

readers like.

We’re just like
Provide the analysis back to editorial teams
Bill!

What We’ll Discuss

How to keep your
email-data
compliant to CASL

PIPEDA

CASL

July 1, 2014 CASL in Effect
Jan. 15, 2015 CASL Computer Program Provisions in Effect
July 1, 2017 CASL Private Rights of Action Takes Effect

The Basic Questions
Who Will Champion this?
Who Will Be Responsible For Compliance?
What Departments/Individuals Need to be Involved?
Where Do We Start?
Do We Need Legal Counsel?

Implementation
Inventory all outgoing emails and types of communications
Determine existing consent and how it relates to CASL requirements
Assess sources of emails and your ability to track and provide proof
Determine the levels of Risk your organization is willing to accept
Create a CASL Implementation Plan
Produce CASL Requirement Specs for Implementation

Treat CASL consent acquisition like
a campaign
Similar to subscription marketing plans, set up marketing
and conversion campaigns for CASL Consent
1. Send Express Consent Conversion Emails to Implied Consent
records
2. Search public domains to update expiring Implied Consent for 2
more years (B2B, print screens archived)
3. Use telemarketing to acquire Express Consent (recorded and
archived)
4. Ask for consent on enewsletter clicks

5 Keys to CASL Success
1. Appoint CASL Professionals
• Choose at least 1 or 2 individuals who will champion CASL
requirements
• Ensure these individuals are given the opportunity and authority
needed to get the job done
2. Get and Track Consent
• Use every opportunity to acquire consent
• Ask for express consent where you can
• Send express consent campaigns while you still have implied
consent
3. Constantly Audit & Document
• Check and double check systems and processes on a regular,
constant basis
• Implement an approval process to catch problems before
deployments – always triple check unsub links
• Seed your lists as part of the live send
• Have proper policies and documentation
• Log, track and deal with all CASL related complaints & issues

5 Keys to CASL Success
4.

Design Templates
• Use a template on all outbound emails to minimize human error
in creation
• Headers/footers should be set up to ensure you always have:
• A working unsub link
• Identification information
• Links to website, privacy policy, CASL policy, contact us

5. Honour Readers Requests
• Minimize all possible risk of irritated recipients
• Honour their requests easily, quickly and consistently
• Manage unsubscribes on all levels, pub specific, type specific,
remove all

Happy Readers = Happy Database = Happy You!

Questions?

